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What aalues a.re u)e talhing
about?
These values go far beyond such
things as saluting the flag or singing
"My Country'Tis of Thee." More basically, they have to do with passing on
our democratic belief that people can
be trusted to make sensible decisions
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I heard an interview that

made me think. The lnterviewer
was talking with a consultant who ad-

vised educators in

a formerly communist country about how to teach their
children to live in a more democratic
society. That interview intrigued me
and made me wonder what a committee of early childhood teachers would
advocate if we were asked to give
such advice. What would we advise
teachers of young children in Poland
or any nation in the Commonwealth
of Independent States to empha-

years old may seem disturbingly radi-

cal at first but is not as threatening
when we translate the concept into
developmentally appropriate, practical terms. At the early childhood level,
three of the most practical ways teachers transfer power are by encouraging

children to make decisions-the

concerning their own lives and the
lives of other people. Citizens of our
country are empowered to decide

powerto choose; by building children's
autonomy-the power to try; and by

matters for themselves.
How different this point of view is
from that of totalitarian regimes in
which citizens are not trusted to make

power to do.

decisions. In such countries, decisions
are dictated by the few and enforced
through the relentless exercise of power.

empouer young children

Joanne Hendrick
s I was driving to work the other

This idea of transferring power to
children who are only two or three

But uhat does it mean to
trust and empou)er young
children?
it

mean letting them do anything they want? Of course not! We all
Does

know that young children require
Iirm, clear control by grown-ups many
times each day, but these necessary
"control" situations should be balanced by activities in which we trust
children bytransferring power to them
whenever possible.

fostering their competence-the

Three

practical ways to

Making decisions-The power
to choose
Every time we present children with
true choices and honor their decisions

about those choices, we foster their
ability to take independent action. This
is one of the primary reasons for including self-select times in early chiklhood settings. Rather than viewing this
precious period as a time "when kids
can do anything they want," consider
it to be the time when children must
take responsibility for making their
own choices. This kind of empowerment b ui lds self-conf i cience-s elf-con-

size in preparing their students to
live in a democracy?
Since the days of John Dewey (1 962),

most of us had not directed much
thought to how or even ifwe prepare
our children to live in a democracy.
The turmoil abroad reminds us not
only of how important it is to count our
blessings-among them, that we live in
a democracy-but also to take a few
minutes to consider what we early
childhood teachers in the United States
and other democratic societies do to
pass on our precious democratic values to the young children in our care. .!
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Eaery time we present children with true choices and honor their decisions

about those choices, ute foster their ability to take independent action. This
is an essenlial shill for the citizens in a democracy.
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fidence that is, basically, trust in one's
own judgment. Bit by bit, over a period
of years, these opportunities help in-

dependent people develop-people
who can make up their own minds.

Building autonomy-The power
to try
Here, Erikson (1963) Ieads the way
as he cites the second stage of emo-

tional development: the stage of autonomy versus shame and doubt. As
toddlers enter that stage we see them
become almost fiercely independent,
but it is a naive kind of independence

that can bewilder both toddler and
caregiver as they strive to meet the
toddler's often perverse demands.
Teachers of preschool children
guide the drive toward autonomy into

reasonable channels

in

countless

practical ways. Each time we wait patiently for a two-year-old to pour his
own milk or for a three-year-old to
struggle into her coat-or allow a sixyear-old to walk down the block to a
friend's house-we are fostering the
growth of autonomy, the ability of children to want to do things on their own.

Teaching young children to
trust and aalue the indiaidudl
Learning to choose, to try, and to do
are certainly vital aspects of building
children's sense of trust and self-confidence in themselves and their individual abilities. We teachers of young
children contribute to this sense of

valuing the individual even further
when we acknowledge the uniqueness
of every child in our care.

For example, each time we offer
painting, woodworking, or block building, we provide the opportunities for
self-expression that are a hallmark of
earlychildhood education in this coun-

try, and we honor children's ability to
express their personal, individual feelings and ideas. How different this concept is from the learning situations I
witnessed in China. There, conformity
was the order of the day. There, every
child Iearned to paint identical storks

or pandas.
It is important to consider still an-

other aspect to honoring the individual. In early childhood we teach
children to honor their own uniqueness and to value the differences of
others as well. Some children in the
group prefer red beans and rice; oth-

Fostering competence-The
power to do
Linked with making choices and acting independently is the third aspect
of this trilogy of self-trust and empowerment. It is the ability to become competent-the power to do.
Competence is knowing how to do
something, and it is a great builder of
self-confidence. So often when I discuss self-esteem with teachers, they
tell me that the way to build that sense
of inner worth is by praising childrentellingthem they have done something
well. This reply makes me impatient.
Children should not have to depend
on the praise of others to make them
feel worthwhile.

How much better it is to provide an
inner sense of competence by helping
each child acquire skills. Once a child
possesses a skill, whether it be pump-

ing a swing or negotiating conflicts,
she owns that skill for the rest of her
life and need not depend on someone
else to assure her that she is competent. She carries that priceless knowledge in her heart.
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ers prefer beans and tortillas; still others, beans in a pot. Whatever the diff erence, everyone gets hungry;we have
that in common. What makes life inter-

esting is that different people satisfy
their hunger in a variety of ways. We
want our children to learn that all of
these ways work well and should not
be disdained or viewed with distrust if
they are unfamiliar.

learning to respect the rights of others
and to trust the authority that makes
certain those rights will be protected

because in a democracy, the needs
and wishes of the individual can only
go so far. Might is not permitted to
make right!
How much of our time as early childhood teachers is devoted to teaching
children the democratic principle that
other people have rights, too? Everybodywants to choose, and try, and do!
The patient repetition of this principle
resounds in our ears. "Wait a minute,

Melissa; Cody wants to blow out his
own candles;" "Marky can keep the
teapot'til he's done with it. Ask him if

you can have it next;" or "You can
build over here, but I won't Iet you
knock her blocks down. You can knock

your own down-that's all right, but
Ieave Judy's blocks alone."
In such situations the children learn
many things about authority. In addition to learning that they may not hurt
themselves or other people, they also

learn that they can depend on the
person in power to be predictable and
fair as she enforces the rules that are
made for the welfare of the group.
Learning that authority can be trusted
to protect everyone's rights is an es-

sential component of helping our
young children learn to live successfully in a democracy.

The next step: Learning to
trust the group
One more aspect of Iearning to trust
is an essential part of living in a democ-

racy: Iearning to trust the group and
being willing to abide by its decisions.

Teaching children to trust

Admittedly, this is a difficult concept for young children to understand
because they see their world ir^ such

Of course, this emphasis on teaching children to trust their own abilities

personal, "butl-want-it" terms; yet

authority

and to value the unique qualities of
themselves and others is a large part
of the equation for living successfully
in a democracy. Another large part is

even four-year-olds can participate successfully in making simple group decisions that solve social problems. Together, for example, they might plan

ways to stop children from running

Each time we allow and encourage a young child to do
something her way or by himself, we are encouraging
independence (autonomy).
Young Children
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Each time we offer painting, woodusorking, or block building, ue prooide the opportunities for selfcxpression that
are a hallmarh of early childhood education in this country, and ue honor children's ability to express their
personal, indirsidual feelings and ideas. Hoto different this concept is from the learning situations I uitnessed in
China. There, conformity uas the order of the day. There, eaery child learned to paint identical sforAs or pandas.

tinked with making ctroicrs and acting independenily is the
po\,ver to do---competenceJarowing how to do something.
through the room. They might also
discuss which special outside activity

and trust in the self that enable people

to do-would they rather take a snack
and ride their trikes around the block
or get out the wading pool for a swim?
As children move on to kindergarten

skills are of paramount importance in

and first grade, opportunities of

greater magnitude arise. What should
we buy with the money from the cake
sale? What do we do about people
who take crayons from other people's
pencil boxes? Which songs shall we
share at the school assembly? After

carefully talking over the pros and

cons, everyone votes. Hands are
counted, and the majority rules. Both
teacher and children abide by what
the group has decided, and another
step is taken on the long path of learning to live in a democracy.

Summing up
So, what might our mythical committee of early childhood teachers suggest if we were asked for advice on
preparing children to live in a democracy? Where and how do we begin?

Fostering the children's ability to
choose, to try, and to do would certainly be the first recommendation.
These skills build the self-confidence

to think and act independently. Such
a democracy.

Teaching children to value themselves and others fortheir unique quali-

ties is the second recommendation.
This helps children trust and accept
other people. It is the second hallmark
of a democratic society in which everyone, at least in theory, has equal
rights that are respected by all.
Enabling children to trust authority

is the third recommendation, and
guiding them to learn to abide by
group decisions is the fourth. These
last two recommendations are impor-

tant because trusting authority and
respecting group decisions provide the

necessary balance between meeting
the needs of the individual and those
of society.
Of course, the day-by-day application of these high ideals to ordinary
life experiences presents the real chal-

lenge to teachers of young children.
This article suggests

a

handful of ways

these principles can be translated into
practical realities-realities that can
be applied by teachers here as well as
by teachers in the newly emerging de-

mocracies around the world.
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There is one more aspect of learning to trust that is an
essential part of living in a democracy: learning to
trust the group and being willing to abide by its
decisions. Admittedly, this is a difficult concept for young
children to understand because they see their world in
such personal, "but-I-want-it" termsl yet even fouryear{lds can participate successfully in making simple
group decisions that solve social problems.

